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Abstract

The Backward Angle Neutron Detector (BAND) of CLAS12 detects neutrons emitted at backward angles of 155◦ to
175◦, with momenta between 200 and 600 MeV/c. It is positioned 3-m upstream of the target, consists of 18 rows
and 5 layers of 7.2-cm by 7.2-cm scintillator bars, and read out on both ends by PMTs to measure time and energy
deposition in the scintillator layers. Between the target and BAND there is a 2-cm thick lead wall followed by a 2-cm
veto layer to suppress gammas and reject charged particles.

This paper discusses the component-selection tests and the detector assembly. Timing calibrations (including offsets
and time-walk) were performed using a novel pulsed-laser calibration system, resulting in time resolutions better than
250 ps (150 ps) for energy depositions above 2 MeV (5 MeV). Cosmic rays and a variety of radioactive sources
were used to calibration the energy response of the detector. Scintillator bar attenuation lengths were measured.
The time resolution results in a neutron momentum reconstruction resolution, δp/p < 1.5% for neutron momentum
200 ≤ p ≤ 600 MeV/c. Final performance of the BAND with CLAS12 is shown, including electron-neutral particle
timing specta and a discussion of the off-time neutral contamination as a function of energy deposition threshold.
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1. Introduction1

CLAS12 (12-GeV CEBAF Large Acceptance Spec-2

trometer) [1] in Hall B of the Thomas Jefferson National3

Accelerator Facility (JLab) is a multi-purpose spectrom-4

eter used to detect charged and neutral particles emit-5
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Figure 1: CLAS12 and BAND in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. The electron
beam is incident from the right side. BAND is marked in red. The
overall detector system is roughly 20 m in scale along the beam axis.

ted in high-energy electron scattering reactions. Tagged6

deep inelastic scattering studies require the detection7

of backward-angle recoil neutrons with momenta above8

200 MeV/c [2]. This is achieved by a combination of9

the Central Neutron Detector (CND) [3] and the Back-10

ward Angle Neutron Detector (BAND). The CND cov-11

ers angles from 40◦ to 120◦ while BAND covers from12

155◦ to 175◦.13

BAND was designed to measure neutrons with mo-14

menta of 200 − 600 MeV/c, with an average detection15

efficiency of 35%, and with a momentum reconstruc-16

tion resolution better than 1.5%. The detector is based17

on scintillator bars with PMT readout on both bar ends.18

BAND was installed in January 2019 and has since19

taken data in coincidence with CLAS12. Fig. 1 shows a20

drawing of BAND located upstream of CLAS12 in Hall21

B.22

This paper describes the design, operation and cali-23

bration of the BAND. Section 2 presents the required24

time resolution, efficiency and geometry, the resulting25

design and layout, the selection of detector components,26

and results from comparative measurements of differ-27

ent PMTs and magnetic shields. Section 3 presents the28

performance of the detector after its installation in Hall29

B. It describes cosmic-ray and laser calibrations [4]30

as well as the measured time-of-flight (ToF) resolutions31

and neutron-photon separation from 10.6-GeV electron-32

deuteron data. Section 4 summarizes the results.33

Figure 2: BAND and its close surroundings: the cryotarget and beam
line components (cyan), BAND (red), the central detector region of
CLAS12 (blue), the space frame (black), and the central detector sup-
port cart (grey). The beam is coming from the left side. The target is
located at the center of the CLAS12 central detector.

2. Design of the backward angle neutron detector34

The major considerations for the BAND design were35

the constraints on geometry and areal coverage in Hall36

B, the time-of-flight resolution required, and neutral37

particle identification. To achieve the physics of inter-38

est in BAND [2], neutron ToF resolutions below 30039

ps at an energy deposition threshold of ∼ 2 MeVee40

(MeV-electron-equivalent) are required. This threshold41

is later optimized using neutron signal-counts-above-42

background, measured ToF resolutions and neutron ef-43

ficiencies as a function of minimum energy deposition.44

Neutral particles are identified by using a thin 2-cm45

veto layer for charged-particle identification between46

the target and the first active layer of BAND. Photons47

are suppressed by a 2-cm thick lead wall placed down-48

stream of the veto layer. Neutron-photon discrimination49

is achieved via ToF relative to the electron scattering50

time measured by CLAS12. Out-of-time random neu-51

tron and photon contamination in a signal region can be52

reduced, relative to the signal strength, by optimizing53

the minimum energy deposition of particles in the bars54

(see discussion in Neutron identification).55

The following subsections describe the BAND ge-56

ometry, the individual components, including the bench57

measurements that informed their selection, the photon58

shielding, the laser calibration system, the electronics59

and data acquisition, and the final assembly of the de-60

tector.61

2.1. Geometry62

The design of the BAND geometry balanced the goal63

of maximizing acceptance for backward angle neutrons64
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Figure 3: BAND design of bars in the main detector and the veto layer.
The 164-cm long bars are shown in red, the 202-cm bars in white and
the short, 51-cm bars in cyan. The position of the PMTs for each bar
is also shown. The beam direction corresponds to the z-axis.

with the space contraints in hall (see Fig. 2). BAND65

was designed to cover the region between the Central66

Detector and the target support, where the flight path of67

the neutrons had minimal material obstruction. In order68

to be installed on the support cart for the central track-69

ing detectors, BAND had to be lowered down through70

an existing opening in the CLAS12 support scaffold-71

ing (referred to as the space frame, shown in black in72

Fig. 2). This required that BAND fit within a box 3-m73

wide, 1.5-m high, and 1-m deep, and include a hole in74

the middle for the beam pipe.75

To maximize the active detector volume within these76

constraints, we chose to use rectangular scintillator bars77

stacked (in x-y), perpendicular to the beam direction (z),78

see Fig. 3. The cross section of each scintillator bar79

determines our position granularity in y, z (vertical and80

longitudinal directions relative to the beam pipe), and81

should be comparable to our time-resolution-dependent82

position resolution along the bar (in x). Given our time-83

resolution specification of 300 ps (discussed below), 7.284

cm by 7.2 cm scintillator bars were chosen to optimize85

fiducial volume, granularity, and cost.86

The active detector area (excluding the veto layer)87

consists of 116 scintillator bars, arranged in 5 z-layers88

with 18 vertically stacked rows of bars. The arrange-89

ment of the bars is shown in Fig. 3. The bottom three90

rows each have only four layers due to obstructions91

from the cart below BAND (see grey cart in Fig. 2).92

Three different bar lengths are used: 15 bars of length93

164 cm, 43 bars of length 202 cm, and 58 bars of length94

51 cm. The shorter bars were used in the vicinity of95

the beam pipe. All bars have light guides attached to96

Table 1: Parameters for bars and PMTs for the different BAND sectors
and layers.

Dimensions (w × h) PMT
Sector 1, L = 164 cm
Layer 1 − 5 7.2×7.2 cm2 R7724
Layer 6 2×7.2 cm2 9954KB
Sector 2, L = 202 cm
Layer 1 − 5 7.2×7.2 cm2 R7724
Layer 6 2×7.2 cm2 9954KB
Sector 3 / 4, L = 51 cm
Layer 1 − 4 7.2×7.2 cm2 9214KB
Layer 5 R7724
Layer 6 2×7.2 cm2 9954KB
Sector 5, L = 202 cm
Layer 1 − 4a 7.2×7.2 cm2 R7724
Layer 6 2×7.2 cm2 9954KB

both sides, and the bars are read out by 51 mm PMTs.97

The PMTs are either Hamamatsu R7724 [5] or Electron98

Tubes (ET) 9214KB [6] (see Table 1).99

The veto layer, which is installed on the downstream100

face of BAND (i.e., between BAND and the target),101

consists of 24 scintillator bars with a cross section of102

2 cm by 7.2 cm. The veto bars have the same lengths103

as the corresponding BAND bars, such that the whole104

downstream surface is covered by the veto, see Fig. 3.105

Each veto bar is only read out on one side by a single106

ET 9954KB [7] 51 mm PMT.107

Each bar has an assigned sector and layer number.108

The layer number corresponds to the position along the109

beam line (in z) starting from upstream (1) to down-110

stream (5) for the active area and (6) for the veto bars.111

The sector numbering follows from top to bottom. Sec-112

tor 1 consists of three rows of 164-cm long bars (red113

bars in Fig. 3). Sector 2 has seven rows of 202-cm long114

bars, below Sector 1. Sector 5 also consists of the 202-115

cm long bars, two rows on the bottom of the detector.116

The white bars in Fig. 3 show the locations of Sectors117

2 and 5 in each layer. The short 51-cm bars to the left118

of the beam hole (negative x) are in Sector 3, while the119

ones on the right side (positive x) are in Sector 4 (both120

are shown in cyan in Fig. 3). Table 1 summarizes the ge-121

ometry parameters and PMTs for each sector and layer.122

2.2. Components123

The timing resolution of the scintillator bars is af-124

fected by many factors, and each component was op-125

timized considering both cost and design constraints.126

aLayer 5 is missing due to obstructions from the central detector
support cart below BAND
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Figure 4: Schematic of the bench test setup (top) and its read-out
system (bottom) to measure PMT time resolutions.

We selected Bicron BC-408 [8] scintillant for its light127

output, time response and attenuation length. The bulk128

attenuation length of 380 cm is much longer than the129

length of the BAND bars. To enhance reflectivity, we130

wrapped each bar with 3M Enhanced Specular Reflec-131

tor foils [9]. In order to select the optimal PMTs and132

thickness of magnetic-shields, we bench-tested a vari-133

ety of options described in the following text.134

2.2.1. Bench Measurements135

Bench measurements were used to guide the PMT136

and magnetic shielding selection. A diagram of our test137

setup and electronics is shown in Fig. 4, featuring a co-138

incidence setup between a “test” scintillator bar and a139

“reference” scintillator bar. Each bar has two PMTs140

coupled to its ends; the test bar has the PMTs whose141

time resolution we wish to study. Both bars are wrapped142

in an optical reflector, and placed in a dark-box. The ref-143

erence bar was kept fixed during all measurements. Five144

different 51-mm PMTs were tested (see Table 2, [10],145

and [6]), assembled on 200- to 250-cm long bars.146

The signal for our measurement is given by a 60Co147

source which is placed between the two bars. The 60Co148

source yields two γ rays with energies of 1.17 and 1.33149

MeV. The two γ-rays were collimated by two lead150

bricks to ensure they each hit a specific location along151

each bar, allowing us to study individual PMT time res-152

olution and measured energy as a function of hit loca-153

tion.154

Measurements with different 60Co source locations155

Table 2: Bench test configurations. Length refers to the length of the
scintillator bar. σ is the time resolution for 2-MeV central-equivalent
energy deposit in the middle of the bar extrapolated from data. The
9214KB PMT [6] is manufactured by ET-Enterprises and the other
PMTs are manufactured by Hamamatsu [10].

PMT Length
(cm) σ (ps)

R7724 200 ∼ 240
R7724-100 250 ∼ 210
R13089 250 ∼ 210
R13435 200 ∼ 310
9214KB 200 ∼ 260
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Figure 5: PMT time resolution as a function of center-equivalent en-
ergy deposit for different placements of the 60Co source along the bar
for Hamamatsu R13089 PMT. The labels indicate the distance of the
source to the PMT.

were combined by using the measured attenuation in156

the bar to convert the energy measured by the PMT157

to the “center-equivalent energy deposit,” the energy158

that would have been deposited at the center of the bar159

to give the same measured energy. For example, by160

placing the source close to one PMT one can achieve161

a center-equivalent energy deposit significantly greater162

than the 1 MeV 60Co Compton edge.163

Fig. 5 shows the PMT time resolution as a function of164

center-equivalent energy deposited for different source165

placements. Each individual data set explores the re-166

sponse of the PMT over the entire Compton distribution167

for a single source placement. Since the individual data168

sets are consistent within error bars, the measurements169

were combined to cover a center-equivalent energy de-170

position range up to 1.8 MeV.171

Fig. 6 shows the measured single-PMT time resolu-172

tion for the different test configurations. The lines in-173

dicate fits to data extrapolated beyond 1.8 MeV. All174
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Figure 6: Single-PMT time resolution as a function of center-
equivalent energy deposit for the five PMTs tested. For each PMT,
data, such as that of Fig. 5, are combined to a single set and weighted
averages are taken to reduce error given the density of points. The
lines are fits to data (only the blue and yellow data points are shown).
The functional form used, σPMT = ae−b·Edep + c, reflects that at suf-
ficiently high energy deposition, PMT resolution becomes constant.
At 2 MeV energy deposition all PMTs except R13435 achieve a time
resolution below 300 ps.

PMTs except the R13435 met the timing-resolution de-175

sign specification of 300 ps at 2-MeV energy deposition176

(see Table 2). To reduce costs, a combination of Hama-177

matsu R7724 [5] and Electron Tube 9214KB [6] PMTs178

for BAND were selected. For the veto layer, available179

Electron Tube 9954KB PMTs were used. See Table 3180

for details of the selected PMTs.181

After BAND was assembled and installed, the time182

resolution of each bar was measured using the laser cal-183

ibration system (see Sec. 2.4 and [4]). The time resolu-184

tion as a function of the energy deposit in the center of185

the bar is shown in Fig. 7 for a representative 202-cm186

bar with R7724 PMTs. The resolution is below 150 ps187

from 2 to 8 MeV center-deposited energy, indicating the188

good performance of the bars and PMTs. One should189

note that Fig. 7 is the bar ToF resolution, while 6 is the190

PMT resolution. In Fig. 7, the energy deposition is mea-191

sured from both PMTs (reconstructed as the geometric192

mean and corrected for attenuation).193

2.2.2. Light Guides194

The light guide design was constrained by the avail-195

able space, the sizes of the scintillator bars and PMTs,196

and the length of the mu-metal shielding. The design197

utilizes a modified Winston cone to optimize light col-198

lection by concentrating light from a large area at the199

scintillator onto a smaller active area of the photomul-200

tiplier. CAD drawings of the light guides for the main201

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Center-deposited Energy [MeV]

0

50
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To
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Figure 7: Time resolution as a function of center-deposited energy
for one bar with R7724 PMTs using the BAND laser system after
installation. The energy deposition is the geometric mean of both
PMTs at the end of the bar, and is corrected for attenuation effects.
The deposition is in the center of the bar due to the installation of the
fiber there.

Figure 8: CAD drawing of the light guides for the main detector (left)
and the veto bars (right). The top parts are connected to the PMTs
while the lower parts are connected to the bars.

detector and the veto bars are shown in Fig. 8. In to-202

tal, they are 8.9 cm long. Each light guide has a 4.9-cm203

long cylindrical section with a 4.6-cm diameter, which204

is connected to the active photocathode area of the 51-205

mm diameter PMTs. The cylindrical length allows for206

the magnetic field shielding to extend more than 51 mm207

(i.e., more than a PMT diameter) beyond the photocath-208

ode (see next section). The other end of the light guide209

matches the cross section of the scintillator. The light210

guide is glued to the scintillator bar with a DYMAX211

UV curing glue [11] and attached to the PMT with MO-212

MENTIVE RTV615 silicone rubber compound [12].213

The light guides were designed, optimized, and man-214

ufactured by Florida State University.215
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Table 3: Properties of the PMTs used in BAND.
R7724 [5] 9214KB [6] 9954KB [7]

Company Hamamatsu ET ET
Diameter 51 mm 51 mm 51 mm
Dynode stages 10 12 12
Spectral response 300 − 650 nm 290 − 630 nm 290 − 680 nm
Max. wavelength emission 420 nm 350 nm 380 nm
Quantum eff. maximum 26% 30% 28%
Gain 3.3×106 3.0×107 1.8×107

Max. anode current rating 200 µA 100 µA 100 µA
Anode dark current 6 nA 4 nA 8 nA
Anode pulse rise time 2.1 ns 2.0 ns 2.0 ns
Electron transit time 29 ns 45 ns 41 ns

2.2.3. PMT Magnetic shielding216

The fringe field of the CLAS12 solenoid magnet [13]217

is between 20 and 120 G at the location of BAND, re-218

quiring all PMTs to have magnetic shielding. The trans-219

verse field (perpendicular to the axis of the PMT) in the220

PMT region ranged from 10 to 110 G and the longitudi-221

nal field ranged from 10 to 50 G.222

A dedicated test stand was used to examine different223

thicknesses of passive magnetic shielding. Two 56-turn224

Helmholtz coils, with a radius of 0.5 m, separated by225

1 m, were constructed. A prototype detector was also226

used, consisting of a 2-cm thick, 5-cm diameter scin-227

tillator disc, coupled to two 7-cm long, 5-cm diame-228

ter cylindrical acrylic light guides and two PMTs. The229

detector was light-proofed with Tedlar R© and stabilized230

on a simple plastic stand at the center of the Helmholtz231

coils.232

As a baseline, responses to 90Sr and 137Cs sources233

were measured with zero magnetic field and no shield-234

ing. The sources were placed either 0 or 5 cm away235

from the scintillant. PMT event rates, time differences236

between the left and right PMT signals, and peak ener-237

gies were measured at nominal operating voltages.238

The same quantities were subsequently measured239

with different shielding configurations at different longi-240

tudinal and transverse magnetic fields, up to 80 G (lim-241

ited by heat dissipation in the Helmholtz coils).242

Mu-metal shielding of thicknesses of 0.9, 1.5, 1.8, 2.4243

and 3 mm were tested, as well as two soft-iron pipes.244

The magnetic field, amount of detector covered by the245

shielding, the thickness of the shielding, and the angle246

of the detector to the field were all varied.247

In Fig. 9, the event rate from a 90Sr source as a func-248

tion of magnetic field strength is shown for different249

thickness of mu-metal shields and a reference measure-250

ment without any shield. The shield was positioned to251

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
B [gauss]

0

4000

8000

12000

16000

Ev
en

ts

No shield

0.9 mm

1.5 mm
1.8 mm

2.4 mm 

Figure 9: Magnet shielding test results with a 90Sr source, a longitu-
dinal field. The shields were placed to cover 5 cm beyond the PMT
photocathode. Event rates with increasing field and no shielding are
shown in red. Results with 0.9, 1.5, 1.8, and 2.4 mm mu-metal thick-
ness are shown in yellow, green, blue, and purple, respectively.

cover 5 cm beyond the photocathode. The longitudinal252

magnetic field degraded the PMT performance the most.253

While the 1.5-mm mu-metal shield was not sufficient,254

the 1.8-mm mu-metal shield maintained PMT perfor-255

mance up to 80 G. The soft-iron pipes performed worse256

than the 1.5-mm mu-metal (not shown in Fig. 9). The257

magnetic shields performed best when they extended 5258

cm (one diameter) beyond the PMT photocathode. In259

order to be conservative, 2.6-mm thick mu-metal shields260

were selected.261

2.2.4. PMT and bar quality test measurements262

Before the final assembly of BAND (see Section 2.6),263

all PMTs and bars have been tested for quality assur-264

ance. These measurements were conducted with a pi-265

cosecond pulsed UV-LED.266
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Figure 10: Connection of a fiber to bar after UV-cure gluing. The fiber
is positioned in the center of the bar and is covered by both layers of
wrapping material, ESR [9] and Thorlabs Aluminium foil [14].

The test setup for each PMT had a 6.4-cm long scin-267

tillator disc attached between the LED and the PMT in-268

side of a light-tight dark box. Gains and time resolu-269

tions for each PMT were measured. The PMTs were270

then matched in pairs to be then glued to a bar. Pairs271

were determined by minimizing gain different and time272

resolution difference between the PMTs of a pair.273

For each bar the attenuation length was measured by274

moving the LED pulser along the bar. This was done275

without a wrapping material around the bar and with no276

light guides attached, in a light tight black-box. The277

bars with the worst attenuation length were selected as278

back-up bars.279

2.3. Lead shielding280

To minimize background from backward-going pho-281

tons, a lead wall was installed on the downstream face282

of BAND (between the CLAS12 target and BAND).283

This lead wall consists of individual 2-cm thick blocks284

stacked in front of the veto layer. Each block is covered285

on both sides with an aluminum layer to safely handle.286

The lead wall can be seen in the final assembly pho-287

tographs shown in Fig. 13.288

2.4. Laser Calibration system289

A UV laser system to calibrate BAND and monitor its290

performance was implemented during data-taking. The291

design and performance of the system is fully described292

in Ref. [4].293

The main component of the system is a picosecond294

pulsed diode laser (Teem Photonics STV-01E-140, [15])295

with a wavelength of 355 nm. The laser can be triggered296

PMT 1

PMT 2


…

BAND

Splitter

Discriminator

ADC TDC

Laser System 
Photodiode

Trigger

CLAS12 
DAQ

Figure 11: Electronic schematic of the BAND read-out. Every PMT
signal is split and ADC and TDC information are obtained. Additional
outputs of the discriminators are used to create single bar and cosmic-
laser triggers from BAND.

externally between 10−4000 Hz. The light is only trans-297

ported within fibers. Further components of the system298

are a mode scrambler, a 90:10 splitter whose outputs299

are connected to a reference photodiode (10% output)300

and a variable optic attenuator [16] (90% output). The301

attenuator allows to vary the pulse intensity sent to the302

detector. It is connected to a custom SQS Vláknová Op-303

tika 1×400 splitter which distributes the light to every304

bar of BAND.305

Each bar has an optical fiber glued to its center with306

UV-curable glue (see Fig. 10). We used an exposed fiber307

for the fiber-scintillant connection since it was a stable,308

reliable and easy option. The other end of the fiber is309

connected to the splitter through a patch panel attached310

to the BAND frame.311

The photodiode provides reference time for the laser312

system. The output signal of the photodiode is inverted313

and shaped before it is sent to the BAND read-out sys-314

tem. The photodiode signal is then digitized by the same315

ADCs and TDCs which are used for the PMT signals.316

2.5. Electronics and DAQ317

The high voltages for each PMT are provided by a318

multi-channel CAEN SYS4527 mainframe with eleven319

A1535SN cards with 24 channel each [17, 18].320

A schematic drawing of the read-out electronics and321

its components is shown in Fig. 11. The signal of each322

PMT is split to an ADC and TDC, read out indepen-323

dently. The signal splitters are custom made and have324

been used in previous experiments at Jefferson Lab.325

From the splitter one signal is sent to a 250-MHz sam-326

pling flash-ADCs [19] (FADC) while the other signal327
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is sent to discriminators. The discriminated time sig-328

nal goes to a TDC (CAEN VX1190A [20]) with 100-ps329

resolution per channel.330

In total, the system consists of 16 flash-ADCs in one331

VXS crate, 16 discriminators and two TDCs in a VME332

crate and 16 splitters. A trigger signal distribution card333

for the flash-ADCs and trigger interface boards are in-334

stalled in the crates. All components are part of the stan-335

dard CLAS12 electronics [21, 22].336

The detector is read out either by a trigger from337

the main CLAS12 trigger system [22] or by stand-338

alone BAND triggers. The stand-alone triggers are used339

for tests and calibrations with cosmic rays, radioactive340

sources and the laser system. They are implemented by341

a programmable CAEN V1495 logic board [23]. Such342

triggers include a single bar trigger for source measure-343

ments and a coincidence bar trigger for cosmics and344

laser measurements. The coincidence trigger is also fed345

to the central CLAS12 trigger system to allow monitor-346

ing of the detector by recording laser data during exper-347

imental data taking. This laser-monitoring trigger rate348

is usually about 10 Hz, compared to the ∼ 15 − 20 kHz349

trigger rate from electron interactions in the target.350

2.6. Final Assembly351

Each scintillator bar was assembled and individually352

tested, following this procedure:353

1. Select a pair of matched PMTs.354

2. Wrap the assembled scintillator with ESR foil [9],355

leaving a window-flap for the laser-system optical356

fiber (see Fig. 10).357

3. Glue the PMTs to the light guides with MOMEN-358

TIVE RTV615 silicone rubber compound [12].359

4. Glue one light guide/PMT assembly to each end of360

the bar with DYMAX UV curing glue [11].361

5. Wrap with light-tight foilb, leaving a window-flap362

for attaching the laser-system optical fiber.363

6. Glue the optical fiber to the center of the bar and364

reseal the foil window.365

7. Install the mu-metal shields on the PMTs.366

8. Search for and fix light leaks by measuring the367

PMT dark currents with a pico-ammeter.368

9. Install each bar in the BAND support frame.369

10. Connect the optical fibers and signal and HV ca-370

bles to patch panels mounted on the upstream side371

of BAND.372

bBlack 50-µm thick Tedlar R© foil [24] was used to wrap the short
bars. The long bars were wrapped with Thorlabs black Aluminium
foil [14]

11. Final test for light leaks.373

Fig. 12 shows some of the steps in the assembly pro-374

cess, including one bar wrapped with ESR foil, a fully375

wrapped bar with the optical fiber shown, a row of four376

bars installed in the BAND frame, and the fully assem-377

bled BAND seen from the upstream side with the patch378

panels for HV, signal cables, and optical fibers.379

After assembling the bars in the support frame, the380

lead wall was installed on the downstream side of381

BAND. BAND was then craned into its position on top382

of the central vertex tracker support cart upstream of383

CLAS12. Fig. 13 shows a design drawing and a photo-384

graph of the upstream side of BAND.385

Fig. 14 shows the upstream side of BAND in Hall386

B with about 3/4 of the cables installed. All cables are387

connected to electronics which is installed outside of the388

photograph on the left side.389

3. Performance390

In this section, we first describe the performance of391

the individual scintillator bars and their calibrations. We392

next describe the performance of the BAND as a whole,393

with a focus on neutron identification and efficiency.394

3.1. Individual bar performance395

3.1.1. Gain matching396

In order to have a similar response to a given energy397

deposit across all PMTs of BAND, each PMT’s HV was398

optimized using cosmic rays. Cosmic ray spectra were399

measured with a range of HV and then combined to pro-400

duce a gain curve for each PMT. These data were col-401

lected with a cosmic trigger which required a cosmic402

ray passing through a single vertical layer of BAND to403

select nearly-vertical cosmic rays. This corresponds to a404

relatively high energy deposition of 14.2 MeV. For each405

HV setting we fit the ADC spectrum with a Landau dis-406

tribution and an exponential background to obtain the407

cosmic peak position. A representative ADC spectrum408

is shown in Fig. 15 (top). The obtained gain curve for409

this PMT is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 15. The410

dashed lines indicate the final HV setting to position the411

cosmic peak at ADC channel 15000. This desired peak412

position of cosmic rays was chosen to avoid signal over-413

flows in the sampling FADCs for neutron-induced sig-414

nals, which deposit less energy as compared to cosmic415

rays. These overflows dominate above ADCs of 20000.416

Each PMT gain curve was fit with a power law with417

parameters α and β418

ADC = α ·
(

HV
1500

)β
, (1)
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Figure 12: BAND construction. From ESR [9] wrapped bars (left) to assembled detector (right). The intermediate steps show the fully wrapped
bars with the optical fiber and the assembled bottom row of the detector.

Figure 13: (left) CAD drawing of the downstream side of BAND and its frame. The lead wall is shown in cyan, the scintillators are in magenta,
and the support frame is in black. (right) Photograph of the downstream side of BAND installed in Hall B. The reflective surface in the photograph
are the aluminum covers of the lead blocks.

where the division by 1500 V was an arbitrary normal-419

ization to improve fit convergence. The value of the fit420

parameters for each PMT are shown in Fig. ?? (top).421

The Hamamatsu R7724 PMTs (red) are more uniform422

than either of the two ET PMTs, 9954KB (green) or423

9214KB (blue)c. However, the cosmic ray ADC peaks424

are well aligned after adjusting the HV based on the ob-425

tained gain curves (see bottom panel in Fig. 16).426

3.1.2. Energy deposit calibration427

The ADC response of each PMT is converted to MeV428

energy deposition by measuring the response to multi-429

cWe obtained similar results when using the pulse amplitude of the
ADC signal instead of the integral

ple radioactive sources and to cosmic rays. The sources430

60Co, 22Na, and 137Cs were chosen due to the gamma431

rays that have Compton edges of 0.963 and 1.118,432

0.477, and, 1.062 and 0.341, respectively (in MeV). The433

response to each source was measured in the center of434

the bar. Using the ADC response to all sources, in com-435

bination with the attenuation length of the bar, the ADC436

response can be converted to MeV. These measure-437

ments were done for a subset of the BAND bars (ones438

that were accessible following installation) after the bars439

were gain matched (see previous section).440

A typical response of a PMT to 60Co is shown in441

Fig. 17 along with a fit of the Compton edge by a442

parametrization described in [25]. The extracted Comp-443
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Figure 14: BAND in Hall B. Upstream side with first set of cables
installed.

ton edges for various bars are quite similar which gives444

us confidence in applying these measurements to all445

bars.446

3.1.3. Time-walk calibration447

Time-walk calibrations were performed for each448

PMT with the laser system [4] by using the fiber op-449

tic attenuator [16] to vary the amount of light delivered450

to each bar. Waveforms and times were measured as the451

attenuator scans from 40 dB to 0 dB. The photodiode452

output is used as a reference time for any calibrations453

performed with the laser system, and is external to the454

variable attenuator.455

Dependence of a typical PMT time on pulse height456

is seen in Fig. 18 (left). To correct for time-walk, we457

parameterize this dependence on the pulse height of the458

ADC signal, A, as:459

tPMT − tphotodiode = α +
β√
A
. (2)

The residual difference, after the time-walk correction,460

tPMT − tphotodiode, is shown in Fig. 18 (right). At pulse461

heights close to threshold, the parameterization is not462

flexible enough and underestimates the strong depen-463

dence on pulse height. However, signals with pulse464

heights this low are not of interest, as we found they are465

dominated by background, rather than by neutrons (see466

Section 3.2.3). Any residual corrections that are needed467

at higher pulse heights are corrected for iteratively, us-468

ing the same equation as above.469

3.1.4. Effective velocity470

The relative time delays between PMTs on the same471

bar and the speed-of-light in that bar are extracted using472

cosmic ray data. The effective light speed in a given bar473
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ADC [a.u.]

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Co
un

ts

975 1025 1075 1125
HV [V]

5000

12500

20000

27500

AD
C 

[a
.u

.]

Figure 15: Gain curve measurement. (Top) Typical ADC spectrum
for a representative PMT with cosmic rays and the fit with a Landau
distribution and an exponential background. (Bottom) Gain curve for
the same PMT. The dotted lines indicate the final HV setting to set the
cosmic peak to ADC channel 15000.

is extracted from the width of the relative timing dis-474

tribution between its left and right PMTs and the bar’s475

physical length:476

tL − tR = −2x
v

−L
v
≤ tL − tR ≤ L

v
,

(3)

The relative left-right PMT time offset is given by the477

center of the distribution (see Fig. 19 left). This proce-478

dure is done after the PMT timing information has been479

time-walk corrected. The obtained effective velocities480

for each bar are shown in Fig. 19 (right) distinguished481

between short bars (boxes) and long bars (circles). The482

observed difference is due to geometrical effects from483

the different bar lengths.484
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Figure 16: (Top) Gain parameters for each PMT. One sees a greater
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matsu PMTs (red). (Bottom) ADCcosmicpeak position for each bar (ve-
tos not shown) after gain matching. All bars are well aligned.
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Figure 17: ADC spectrum for a 60Co placed on the center of the bar
along with the fit of the Compton edge.

3.1.5. Attenuation length485

We measured the effective attenuation length of each486

completed (assembled and wrapped) bar from cosmic487

ray data by using the ADC amplitudes (AL, AR) and488

times (tL, tR) measured by the two PMTs:489

AL(x) = A0e−
1
µ

(L/2−x)

AR(x) = A0e−
1
µ

(L/2+x)

R(x) ≡ ln
AL(x)
AR(x)

=
2x
µ

=
−v(tL − tR)

µ

(4)

where x is the location of the cosmic-ray hit, µ is the490

attenuation length, A0 is the amplitude of cosmic ray in-491

teraction, and v is the effective speed of light in the bar.492

A typical plot of R(x) as a function of tL − tR is shown493

in Fig. 20 (left). We fit the slope of the central part to494

obtain the attenuation length. The change in slope of the495

amplitude ratio closer to the edges of the bar is caused496

by light reflections from the light guides, which affected497

the amplitude and signal timing for events close to one498

PMT. We verified this by seeing the reflections in the499

unintegrated Flash ADC spectrum. We also see this us-500

ing the integral of the signal (over 80 ns) rather than its501

amplitude (its peak) for R(x), see Fig. 20 (right). The502

distribution is linear over the whole bar since most of503

the reflections are included in the large integration win-504

dow of 80 ns. However, the attenuation lengths from the505

integrated signals are very different from the bulk atten-506

uation lengths and those measured in the bench tests due507

to the multiple reflections.508

3.1.6. Individual Bar offsets509

After all bars are individually calibrated, relative time510

delays between bars can still remain, and require correc-511

tion to combine statistics from all bars. The alignment512

of all bars can be done quickly using the laser calibra-513

tion system, as the laser pulse arrival time to each bar514

should be within the timing resolution. Any residual515

offset between bars can be corrected later by using the516

photon arrival time at each bar with respect to electrons517

detected in the CLAS12 forward detector.518

We used the laser calibration system to send light519

pulses to all the bars. We aligned the average time of520

each bar, tavg,i = 1
2 (tL + tR)i, with respect to a reference521

bar in its layer and then we aligned the reference bars to522

that of layer 5. For example, the alignment for bar i in523

layer j is done as follows:524

Oi j = 〈ti
avg − t j

avg〉
O j = 〈t j

avg − tre f
avg〉

ti, j
corr = ti

avg − Oi j − O j,

(5)
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Figure 18: Time-walk calibration: Typical PMT-reference photodiode time difference versus pulse height spectrum for one PMT before time-walk
correction (left) and after time-walk correction (right).
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Figure 19: (Left) Typical time-walk corrected tL− tR time spectrum in a single bar. The red dotted line indicates the LR offset value from 0. (Right)
Effective light-speed for each bar. The differences in effective speeds between long bars (circles) and short bars (boxes) are due to geometrical
effects.

where tre f
avg is the average time of the global reference bar525

chosen on the most downstream layer of BAND, and t j
avg526

is the average time of the reference bar chosen in layer527

j. Then only one global offset is needed to correct the528

offset of t j
avg if there are no residual offsets between bars.529

3.2. BAND performance530

3.2.1. Global offset531

A final global time offset is required to align BAND532

with CLAS12. The CLAS12 time is determined by the533

time of the electron detected in the forward detector, as534

traced back to the target.535

Fig. 21 shows the uncorrected electron-BAND time536

difference spectrum offset by the photon travel time for537

each bar. There was a 2-MeV energy deposition cut to538

reduce the random coincidence background. The uncor-539

rected spectrum includes only time walk corrections but540

no offset corrections. One can see several sharp photon541

peaks between 50 and 60 ns, far away from the expected542

zero value.543

After applying the individual offset corrections from544

the previous section, we determined a timing offset for545

each bar from the location of its photon timing peak.546

Applying these offsets results in the corrected spectrum,547

which displays a well-aligned photon peak with a width548

of σ = 294 ps, consistent with the design value. The549

periodic 4-ns spikes in the remaining spectrum are due550

to photons correlated with out-of-time electrons from551

other beam bunches.552
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integral from both PMTs as a function of time difference.
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Figure 21: Relative electron-BAND time difference spectrum for all
bars offset by the photon travel time for each bar: (red) after time-walk
corrections, but not offset corrections, and (green) after all corrections.
The bars are well aligned with a width of the photon peak of σ = 294
ps. A 2-MeV energy deposition cut is applied to reduce the random
background. The periodic 4-ns spikes in the remaining spectrum are
due to photons correlated with out-of-time electrons from other beam
bunches.

3.2.2. Time of Flight resolution553

The time resolution of each bar was measured in-554

dependently using laser calibration data and using the555

electron-BAND time difference spectrum. The laser556

data allows us to measure the time resolution over the557

whole energy deposition range from 0.5 to 7 MeV (see558

Fig. 7).559

The laser-based resolutions are obtained from a Gaus-560

sian fit of the difference of the average time of a bar561

to the reference photodiode as a function of energy de-562

posited, see Fig. 22. The resolutions for the 1- and 5-563

MeV cuts are well below the 300-ps design goal. For564

the 5-MeV cut, which is a realistic neutron-selection en-565

ergy deposition cut (see Section 3.2.3) the resolutions566

are better than 150 ps.567

Fig. 22 (right) shows the time resolutions from the568

measured electron-photon arrival time difference with569

an energy deposition cut of 2 MeV. We used a570

high-statistics data run where electrons are detected in571

CLAS12. The data was also used for the global offset572

corrections presented in Sec 3.2.1. These measured res-573

olutions include additional uncertainties from the path-574

length of the target photons to the bar (σ ≈ 70 ps) and575

from the time resolution of the electron beam bunch576

(σ ≈ 25 ps). The laser data does not have these un-577

certainties.578

3.2.3. Neutron identification579

We identified neutrons from the electron-deuteron,580

d(e, e′)X, production data by cutting on the time-of-581

flight per pathlength (ToF/m), where ToF is the time582

difference between the time that the electron interacted583

in the target and the particle arrival time measured by584

BAND (see Fig. 23 for data with a minimum energy de-585

position cut of 5 MeV). There are well-separated peaks586

for photons and for neutrons on top of a flat background587

from accidental coincidences.588

The minimum energy deposition for neutron signals589

is optimized using the neutron signal-to-background ra-590

tio, see Fig. 24. The signal region includes times for591

neutrons with 200 ≤ pn ≤ 600 MeV/c. The accidental592

background was estimated by fitting a constant to the593

left of the photon peak (see Fig. 23). The signal is de-594
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Figure 22: Time resolution for every bar. (Left) as measured with the laser calibration system for two separate energy deposition cuts. (Right) as
measured from the electron-photon time difference spectrum with a 2-MeV energy deposition cut. All bars are at or below the required 300-ps
resolution.

fined as the integral of the spectrum over the signal re-595

gion minus the scaled background. As the minimum en-596

ergy deposition cut increases, the signal decreases, but597

the signal to background ratio increases. With a 5-MeV598

energy deposition, the signal-to-background ratio is al-599

most three. The optimal cut will be somewhere between600

two and seven MeV and will be determined by minimiz-601

ing the experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 23: Time-of-flight per meter of BAND hits in coincidence with
electrons measured in CLAS12. A sharp photon peak and a broad
neutron peak are visible over a flat background from accidentals. The
dashed lines indicate the range of neutrons with momenta between
200 and 600 MeV/c.

602

3.2.4. Neutron efficiency603

The efficiency of BAND for neutron detection was604

studied using a Geant4 simulation, the results of which605
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Figure 24: Signal counts (blue) and accidental background counts
(red) in the neutron signal region of 200 ≤ pn ≤ 600 MeV/c. The
signal-to-background ratio (green) shown with a possible minimum
energy deposition cut of 5 MeV.

are shown in Fig. 25. As expected, the efficiency de-606

pends both on the energy threshold as well as the neu-607

tron momentum.608

The Geant4 study did not include the effects of the609

material between BAND and the CLAS12 target, aside610

from the lead wall upstream of BAND. Neutrons of dif-611

ferent fixed momenta were simulated according to a flat612

solid-angle distribution, and the efficiency was calcu-613

lated to be the number of events registering only a sin-614

gle hit with energy deposition above threshold divided615

by the number of fired neutrons with trajectories hitting616

BAND. This efficiency is therefore an average over dif-617

ferent incident angles and hit positions in BAND. This618
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Figure 25: The efficiency of BAND for neutron detection as deter-
mined using a Geant4 simulation. (Left) Efficiency as a function of
neutron momentum for various energy thresholds, without the effect
of the lead wall upstream of BAND (top) and including the lead wall
(bottom). (Right) Efficiency as a function of energy threshold for var-
ious neutron momenta without the effect of the lead wall upstream of
BAND (top) and including the lead wall (bottom).

efficiency will be reduced by the effects of neutron mul-619

tiple scattering in the material between BAND and the620

CLAS12 target.621

The simulation indicates that BAND can achieve an622

efficiency at or above the design goal of above 35% us-623

ing thresholds between 2- and 5 MeVee, even for higher-624

momentum neutrons. Running with higher thresholds625

to suppress background may be possible without signif-626

icantly compromising BAND’s neutron detection effi-627

ciency.628

4. Summary629

The Backward Angle Neutron Detector (BAND) of630

CLAS12 detects neutrons emitted at backward angles631

of 155◦ to 175◦ and momenta between 200 and 600632

MeV/c. It is positioned 3-m upstream of the target and633

consists of 18 rows and 5 layers of 7.2-cm by 7.2-cm634

scintillator bars with PMT readout on both ends to mea-635

sure time and energy deposition in the scintillator layers.636

Between the target and BAND there is a 2-cm thick lead637

wall followed by a 2-cm veto layer to suppress gammas638

and reject charged particles.639

Timing calibrations were performed using a novel640

picosecond-pulsed laser system, along with cosmic and641

ed → e′n data. Energy calibrations utilized a wide642

range of radioactive sources.643

After timing and energy calibrations performed, the644

measured time resolution is below our design goal of645

300 ps, better than 250 ps (150 ps) for energy depo-646

sitions above 2 MeV (5 MeV), yielding a momentum647

reconstruction resolution of δp/p < 1.5%.648

The expected neutron efficiency from simulation is649

35%. In the future, we will measure the efficiency using650

exclusive ed → e′pn events collected at Jefferson Lab.651
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